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Hruska CJ, Vaughan JW, Grindstaff AD. Extramedullary hematopoiesis presenting as gastric nodules.. Presented at College of American Pathologists The Pathologists’ Meeting. 2015 Oct 4-7.Nashville, TN. Department of Pathology

Bell JL. Using USA guidelines and standards of breast cancer care in an academic medical center: Screening to survivorship.. Presented at World Congress on Breast Cancer. 2015 Aug 3-5.Birmingham, United Kingdom. Department of Surgery

McLoughlin JM. The role of intraoperative fluoroscopy to improve negative margin resection of partial mastectomies: A single institution experience.. Presented at World Congress on Breast Cancer. 2015 Aug 3-5.Birmingham, United Kingdom. Department of Surgery

Orucevic A, Curzon M, McLoughlin J, Geddam C, Heidel RE, Desai P, Panella T, Bell J. Breast cancer in elderly patients (70 years and older): The University of Tennessee Medical Center at Knoxville 10 year experience.. Presented at World Congress on Breast Cancer. 2015 Aug 3-5.Birmingham, United Kingdom. Department of Pathology

Snyder D, Orucevic A. Breast cancer in young age (<= 40): The University of Tennessee Medical Center at Knoxville 10 year experience.. Presented at World Congress on Breast Cancer. 2015 Aug 3-5.Birmingham, United Kingdom. Department of Pathology

Orucevic A, Gage H. HER2+ breast cancer: Pre and post adjuvant anti-HER2 therapy era - The University of Tennessee Medical Center at Knoxville 11 year experience.. Presented at World Congress on Breast Cancer. 2015 Aug 3-5.Birmingham, United Kingdom. Department of Pathology
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**Enderson BL. Presidential address: Why are we here?.** Presented at 18th Annual Meeting of the Trauma Center Association of America (Invited Lecture). 2015 Sep 22-25.Louisville, KY.
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**Enderson BL. Components of the trauma center.** Presented at Trauma Center Leadership Course, Trauma Center Association of America (Invited Lecture). 2015 Sep 22-25.Louisville, KY.
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**Enderson BL. Attaining and maintaining your designation/verification: Common problems..** Presented at Trauma Medical Director’s Course, Trauma Center Association of America (Invited Lecture). 2015 Sep 22-25.Louisville, KY.
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**Enderson BL. Leadership..** Presented at Trauma Medical Director’s Course, Trauma Center Association of America (Invited Lecture). 2015 Sep 22-25.Louisville, KY.
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Collins MW, Klipple GL. Combination of acute rheumatic fever and coxsackie a viral infection as a cause of severe mitral regurgitation and non-ischemic cardiomyopathy in a 23 year old male.. Presented at 16th Annual Southern Hospital Medicine Conference. 2015 Oct 21-24. New Orleans, LA.
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Zite NB. Contraception in postpartum period and lactation. Presented at Contraceptive Technology Forum (Invited Lecture). 2015 Nov 4-6. Atlanta, GA.
